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2022 Overview

Contact List 

Catalog Content Contact Contact Information 

Kakenhi (p.22); Planning Division, Office for Social Collaboration 
kaken@nii ac iP Collaboration with Industry, Government, and Academia (p 27) Collaboration Support Team 

Collaborative Research Promotion (p.25), Planning Division, Office lo「 Social Collaboration keiyaku@nii ac jp 
Academic Consultation by Researchers (p.27) Collabo「ation Support Team 

Intellectual Property (p 26) 
Planning Division, Office lo「 Social Collaboration 

chizai@nii ac jp 
Big Project and Intellectual P「operty Team 

Top SE (p.24) GRACE Center general@topse.jp 

International Exchange (MOU) (p.29), Planning Division, International Affairs and Education Support Team international@nii ac jp 
(NII International Internship Program) (p.29) 

International Exchange (NII Shanan Meetings) (p.31) Office of NII Shanan Meetings shonan@nii.ac.jp 

International Exchange (DAAD, JFLI) (p.32) Planning Division, International Affairs and Education Support Team international@nii.ac.jp 

Graduate Program (p.33) Planning Division, International Affairs and Education Support Team daigakuin@nii.ac.jp 

Science Information NETwork (p.37) Academic lnfrastructu「e Division, SINET P「omotion Office suppo「t@sinet.ad.jp

GakuNin Cloud (p.40) Academic lnfrast「uctu「e Division, Cloud P「omotion Team cld-office-support@n ii.ac.jp 

Authentication Pia廿orm (p.41) Academic lnfrast「uctu「e Division, Academic Authentication Systems Office gakunin-office@nii.ac.jp 

Supporting Information Secu「ity F「amewo「k th「ough lnte「-University
Academic Infrastructure Division, NII-SOCS Team soc-office@nii.ac.jp 

Collaboration (p.42) 

Open Science (p.43) Research Center for Dpen Science and Data Platform rcos-office@nii.ac.jp 

Institutional Repositories (p.44) Scholarly and Academic Info「mation Division, Institutional Repository Desk ir@nii.ac.jp 

CiNii (p.45) Scholarly and Academic Info「mation Division, CiNii Desk ciniiadm@nii.ac.jp 

Catalog Information Service (NACSIS-CAT/ILL) (p.46) Scholarly and Academic Info「mation Division, CAT/ILL Desk catadm@nii.ac.jp 

SPARC Japan (p.4 7) Schola「ly and Academic Info「mation Division, SPARC Desk sparc@nii.ac.jp 

Education and Training Se「vices (p.47) Schola「ly and Academic Information Division, Education and T「aining Desk edu@nii.ac.jp 

NII Library (p 50) Scholarly and Academic Information Division, Library Desk library@nii ac jp 

Public Communications (p 51) Planning Division, Publicity Team kouhou@nii ac.jp 

News Releases (p 52)/Media Relations Planning Division, Publicity Team/Media Relations Desk media@nii ac.jp / +81-3-4212-2164 

Facilities and Locations (p.57) General Affairs Division, Gene「al Affairs Team soumu@nii.ac.jp 
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Top Message 

—Making use of massive amounts of data to dynamically cont『ibute to society 

KITSUREGAWA, Masaru 
Director-General, National Institute of Informatics 

Inter-University Research Institute Corporation 

Research Organization of Information and Systems 

There are three basic kinds of hardship that afflict humanity. The first 

is natural disasters. Japan has been subjected to major earthquakes 

and floods quite frequently in recent years. The second hardship is 

epidemics. Right now, COVID-19 is raging throughout the world. And 

thirdly, there is war. Russia's invasion of Ukraine is wreaking devasta

tion. So, we are currently facing all three kinds of hardship. 

Many people have even started to feel that things will never go back 

to how they were. That is precisely why we need to move forward with 

a positive focus on the future, rather than just waiting to see what 

happens. The National Institute of Informatics (NII), Japan's only 

academic research institute dedicated to informatics, is now proac

tively pushing ahead with important measures for the future, without 

any defensiveness at all. 

An initiative that symbolizes this approach is NIi's "Next-generation 

Academic Research Platform," which was rolled out for universities 

and research institutions in April 2022. This platform was developed 

by advancing and fusing the high-speed networking system and 

research data infrastructure that NII has long operated. 

Our SINET5 high-speed network system, which was running nation

wide at 100 Gbps, was upgraded in April 1, 2022, to become the 

400-Gpbs SINET6, the world's fastest ultra-high-speed national 

network infrastructure. 

At 400 Gbps, it is possible to transfer a 50-GB Blu-ray disc worth of 

data in just a second, and to stream SK video in real time. Although a 

shortage of semiconductors and other factors have slowed the 

rollout process, approximately 1,000 institutions were using SINET6 

as of April 2022. 

NIi's Research Data Cloud (NII-RDC) was initially equipped with the 

basic functionality to store, manage, and utilize research data. 

However, we have energetically continued to add more functions to 

the system, such as analysis functions for ensuring reliability, 

functions for systematically supporting the training of data manage

ment personnel, and functions for calculating data in cryptographic 

spaces when collaborating with private companies. 

Our academic research platform combines SINET6, which serves as 

the "lower body," with the advanced functionality of NII-RDC, which 

serves as the "upper body." As a supporting foundation for the whole 

of Japan's academic community, the platform will not only contribute 

to world-leading research, including Nobel Prize-level investigations, 

but also powerfully promote interdisciplinary research and interna

tional joint research through the promotion of open science. Further

more, the platform will facilitate digital transformation ("DX") at univer

sities and other institutions. On top of this, it is expected to make a 

significant positive contribution to society through industrial applica

tions and utilization in lifelong education and elementary and second

ary schooling 

In May 2022, another important NII initiative, the "DX Symposium for 

Educational Institutions," held online regularly since March 2020, was 

held for the 50th time. Originally, the meetings focused on sharing the 

lessons learned from trying to hold online classes, mainly between 

the seven prestigious national universities, but they soon became 

valuable webinars for exchanging a wide variety of knowledge about 

digital transformation in education, including clinical practice (hospital 

rounds) at medical schools and the on line implementation of physical 

education skills. At the 45th symposium in January 2022, held as a 

New Year planning event, FUJII, Teruo, president of The University of 

Tokyo, gave a lecture in the Metaverse, an online virtual space 

platform. The lecture was watched live in various formats by an 

audience of approximately 1,700 people. Ironically, it has been the 

COVID-19 crisis, which has tended to weaken the connections 

between people, that has inspired this organic gathering to continue 

online for two whole years. It has turned out to be a very valuable 

journey. 

NII has also pursued research on "security," as system defense 

measures, to keep up with the latest changes in computing environ

ments. In July 2021, NII launched the Global Research Center for 

Synthetic Media, which pursues research on detecting fake media 

and ensuring media reliability. In September 2021, NII developed 

"SYNTHETIQ: Synthetic video detector," a program for automatically 

detecting fake Al-generated facial videos. For a long time, NII has 

engaged in research on the generation of audio, images, and video 

for practical public infrastructure. Now our research findings are also 

being used for security measures like these. 

To counter the threat of cyberattacks on SINET, the Center for Strate

gic Cyber Resilience Research and Development operates Security 

Operation Collaboration Services (NII-SOCS), to facilitate inter-univer

sity cooperation. Since the launch of SINET6, the security functions 

at data centers have also become more robust. Despite the frequen

cy of cyberattacks in recent years, NIi's network and research data 

infrastructure has not experienced any major disruptions. 

NII is committed to making even more dynamic contributions to the 

public good over the coming years by applying the findings of its 

various kinds of informatics research to improving academic 

research infrastructure, all the while accelerating synergies using the 

feedback obtained from studies to drive further research. 

One of the models for this approach is our medical big data cloud 

platform. This was developed by NII in response to the COVID-19 

crisis, based on earlier research into medical big data infrastructure. 

The project began by collecting a large volume of medical images 

from medical institutions all over Japan, through academic societies 

in multiple fields of medical diagnosis and treatment. With around 

300 million images, this medical big data cloud platform is interna

tionally unrivalled. The database has powered a substantial advance 

in Al analysis of medical images and remote medical care. In April 

2022, the work of the responsible NII research group was recognized 

by the Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technolo

gy with an Award for Science and Technology. A paper on 

"nature-machine intelligence" in the MIT Technology Review, the 

world's oldest science and technology magazine, stated, "As of 

2022, there was no practicable COVID-19 pneumonitis Al anywhere 

in the world." Yet, in fact, NII had developed such an Al tool; one that 

was even endorsed by the Japan Radiological Society. 

The key factor in successfully making such concrete contributions to 

a data-driven society, with a strong presence, is collecting massive 

amounts of data. And the essential requirements for this are an "eye" 

for data design and the spirit to keep on tackling new challenges. We 

look forward to seeing more NII breakthroughs in the years ahead. 

May 2022 
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Weaving Information into Knowledge 

Informatics to Create Future Value on 

the Wheels of "Research" and "Service" 

The National Institute of Informatics (NII) under the lnter-Unive「sity Research Institute Corporation Research Organization of Information and Systems is 

the only academic research institute in Japan dedicated to creating future value in informatics, a new academic field. From the basic theory of informatics 

to cutting-edge fields such as artificial intelligence, big data, internet of things, and information secu「ity, NII car「ies out long-term basic research as well 

as practical studies that attempt to address current social issues. Furthermore, NII is undertaking diverse services, including development and operation 

of the Science Information NETwork (SINET) and other essential scientific information infrastructures used by the entire academic community in Japan 

for research and education. It is also providing academic content and service platforms, as well as improving research data infrastructure. NII is thus 

committed to services based on leading-edge technologies through mutual feedback of knowledge obtained from those services and f「om academic 

studies. Through these activities, NII is committed to human resource development and social/international contribution, and conducts its operations with 

an emphasis on collabo「ation and coope「ation between universities, research institutes, and private sector businesses in Japan and globally. Further

mo「e, NII is engaged in graduate education with the aim of fostering o「iginal world-class academic resea「ch and pioneering advanced fields of study. 

沢esearchDi

Comprehensive research from basic theory to cutting-edge technology 
Merging computer science and information engineering with the humanities

』
social sciences, life sciences, and many other 

disciplines, informatics is a new domain of study that is involved in all aspects of society. Having established four Research 

Divisions and 15 Research Centers, NII is carrying out research comprehensively on everything from the basic theory of 

informatics to cutting-edge fields such as artificial intelligence, big data, internet of things, and information security. NII is also 

focusing its efforts into international exchange and collaboration with overseas universities and resea「ch institutes, as well as 

collaboration between industry, government, and academia, in o「der to help implement its research achievements in the real 

world. 

Fostering new leaders for an advanced information society 
The graduate program at NII is carried out in three ways: (1) participating in SO KENDAi (the G「aduate University for Advanced 

Studies), (2) collaborating with other g「aduate schools, and (3) accepting research students for special collaboration. SOKENDAI 

is the first graduate university in Japan established to foster original
』
world-class academic research that transcends traditional 

disciplines and to pioneer advanced fields of study that create new lines of scientific inquiry. NII has joined with SOKENDAI to 

establish the Department of Informatics in the School of Multidisciplina「y Sciences in order to offer g「aduate prog「ams with 

th「ee-year and five-yea「Ph.D. courses. The Department of Informatics encompasses six research fields; at the Department, 

students can take lectures and obtain research advice acco「ding to thei「 field of study. 

Supporting academic research and education 
In collaboration with universities and research institutes as well as research communities, NII builds and operates the Science 

Information NETwork (SINET). Leveraging the SINET network's ultra-high speed, high reliability, and multifunctionality, NII works 

to expand and provide an authentication federation platform, cloud adoption and utilization supports, and an academic content 

platform, as well as to promote open science and develop a next-gene「ation scientific resea「ch digital platform. Furthe「more, NII 

Security Operation Collabo「ation Services (NII-SOCS) contribute to building the framework enabling national universities and 

other academic institutions to respond quickly to cyber security incidents and othe「 issues.

【 collaboration With |ndustry, Government, andAcademia J 一
NII carries out goal-oriented research and development to address real social issues and fosters To promote organization-wide international research exchange with overseas unive「sities
collaboration between industry, government, and academia to help implement its research and research institutes, NII has set up the Global Liaison Office (GLO), which conducts 
achievements in the 「eal world. NII actively promotes collaborative wo「k between industries, local various activities, including forming international exchange agreements through 
governments, and universities by using a system that includes open calls for collaborative Memoranda of Understanding (MOUs), and the management of the MOU/Non-MOU Grant 
research, comp「ehensive partnerships, and joint research units that are set up to operate special for resea「ch exchange assistance and the NII International Internship P「ogram. In addition, 
research laboratories under corporate partnerships. To create new collaboration and licensing NII holds the NII Shonan Meeting, a series of semina「s where top-class 「esearchers from 
opportunities for its research accomplishments, NII holds seminars to present the seeds of its around the world come to Japan for intensive discussions on the field of informatics. NII is 
cu廿ing-edge research and to discuss corporate and social needs. It is also engaged in academic also actively accepting researche「s th「ough the German Academic Exchange Service 
consulting by researchers and human resource development for the IT sector. (DMD) and the Japanese-French Laboratory for Informatics (JFLI). 
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Research Research 

Research Divisions 
NII established four Research Divisions—Principles of Informatics Research Division, Information Systems 
Architecture Science Research Division, Digital Content and Media Sciences Research Division, and Information 
and Society Research Division—in order to accommodate various types of research across the broad discipline 
of info「matics. Each research division conducts specialized studies ranging from basic to applied research 
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Seeks new principles and theories of informatics using algorithms and 

computational complexity theo「y, as well as artificial intelligence, robotics, and 

quantum computing. Conducts research to develop new technologies that will 

sustain societies of the future and b「eak new ground in the field of informatics. 
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Aiming at boosting the pe「formance, quality, and functionality of computers 

and netwo「ks, the building blocks of information technology, conducts 

research ranging from c「eating g「oundbreaking technologies in software 

and ha「dware a「chitectures to implementing their working systems. 
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Carries out 「esea「ch on analyzing and generating content and media, 

including symbolic and patterned media; storing, retrieving, and 

organizing content with platform technologies; and analyzing social 

media and inte「actions among humans and knowledge. 
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Conducts c「oss-disciplina「y research based on emerging information and 

system technologies such as big data analytics to achieve the required 

levels of trustworthiness in a cybe「-physical society whe「e the cyberspace 

and real-world phenomena are related more closely than before. 

F ields of Research 

Algorithms, a「tificial intelligence, machine learning, deep learning, big 

data analysis, data mining, mathematical modeling
』

nume「ical analysis, 

computational science, web informatics, neuroscience
』

quantum

information, and leading-edge research that creates possibilities fa「

discovering new principles or theo「ies and new applications at the 

frontie「s of these fields 

F ields of Research 

R&D on post-Internet, cybersecurity inf「astructu「e, softwa「e and 

hardwa「e a「chitecture
』

distributed and cloud computing
』

P「ogramming

languages, system performance and log analysis infrastructure, 

dependable systems, lnte「net of Things (loT), and network and cloud 

visualization 

Fields of Research 

R&D on natu「al language processing, compute「 vision
』
image

P「ocessing, acoustic information processing, computer graphics, 

databases, human interaction, web mining, social media, community 

analysis, media clone generation and recognition, machine learning and 

deep learning applications, among others 

Fields of Research 

R&D on protection and use of privacy information, next-gene「ation
anonymization, data governance, next-generation IR infrastructure 
theory, data policy theory, data use in human 「esou「ce development 
theory, digital humanities

』
IT healthca「e, data reliability evaluation, 

crowdsourcing, digital education, and open innovation platforms, as well 
as 「esearch in humanities and social sciences 「elated to these topics 
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Research Centers 

一

NII established 16 Research Centers in order to remove barrie「s between Research Divisions and respond quickly 
to critical social issues, creating a system where researche「s with va「ious areas of expe「tise can collaborate 
ac「oss disciplines to focus on exploring key resea「ch domains. 

Research and Development Center for Academic Networks 
https://www.nii.ac.jp/en/「esearch/centers/network/

Develops and provides new services and features to enhance the operations and efficiency of 
the Science Information NETwork (SINEn, a c「ucial backbone netwo「k of mo「e than 990 
universities and research institutes in Japan 
Director: URUSHIDANI, Shigeo �ice Director-General, Nll;Professor, Information Systems 
Architecture Science Research Division) 
Vice Directo「:KURIMOTO, Takashi (Associate P『ofessor, Info「mation Systems Architecture 
Science Research Division) 

GRACE Center: Center for Global Research in Advanced Software Science and Enginee『ing
http://g「ace-center.jpnlang=en

Integrates research, practice, and education using collaborations between Japanese and overseas 
research institutions, as well as collaborations between industry and academia, with the goal of 
developing the software infrastructure of the twenty-first century, and also fosters the next 
generation of world-class researchers and engineers. 
Director: HONIDEN, Shinichi (Project Professor, NII) 
Vice Director: ISHIKAWA, Fuyuki (Associate Professor, Information Systems Architecture 
Science Research Division) 

Center for Cloud Research and Development 
https://www.nii.ac.jp/en/research/centers/ccrd/ 

Promotes IT-based research and education by advancing joint R&D with researche「s at 
universities and research institutes, in o「der to provide state-of-the-art scientific information 
infrastructures using cloud technologies on the Science Information NETwork (SINEl]. 
Director: AIDA, Kento(Professo「,Information Systems Architecture Science Resea「ch Division) 

Cente『for Strategic Cyber Resilience Research and Development 
https://www.nii.ac.jp/en/「esearch/centers/cyber「esilience/

Leveraging the knowledge acquired from building and operating information security 
infrastructure for the Science Information NETwork, we pursue research on technology 
development and strategies for enabling the utilization of robust cyberspace environments 
and collabo「ate with universities on the training of highly skilled professionals to suppo「t this 
work 
Director: TAKAKURA, Hiroki, Professor, Information Systems Architecture Science Research Division 

Research Center fo『 Knowledge Media and Content Science 
https://w訊仰ii.ac.jpf research/ centers/kmcs/ 

Promotes cutting-edge research on the analysis and extraction of knowledge from research 
papers and other academic content, and ca「「ies out empirical R&D to encourage the 
distribution of academic knowledge 
Director: AIZAWA, Akiko 
(Yice Director-General,Nll;Professor, Digital Content and Media Sciences Research Division) 

Resea『chCenter fo『Community Knowledge 

Collects and analyzes the process of forming shared knowledge between humans, as well as 
that between humans and machines, carries out activities to promote the use of the outcome 
of such research, and conducts empirical R&D to encou「age the next generation of 
information sha「ing.
Director: ARAI, No「iko (Professor, Information and Society Research Division) 

Center for Dataset Sharing and Collaborative Research 
https://www.nii.ac.jp/en/resea「ch/centers/dsc/

Collects datasets that are useful lo「 informatics research and makes them available to 
researche「s, conducts R&D on building datasets and a platform for their use, and promotes 
collaborative 「esearch in informatics using shared datasets. 
Director: OYAMA, Ke izo
(Assistant Director-General,NII; Professor, Digital Content and Media Sciences Research Division) 

Research Center fo『 Open Science and Data Platform
https:/ /rcos. ni i. ac.j p/en/ 

Conducts joint international R&D on platforms for managing, publishing, and searching 
research data, which will serve to promote a paradigm shift in the way research is carried out 
towards open science, and deploys these platforms jointly with unive「sities and research 
institutes in Japan to encourage their use. 
Director: YAMAJI, Kazuおuna (Professor , Digital Content and Media Sciences Research Division) 
Vice Director: KOMIYAMA, Yusuke (Associate Professor, Digital Content and Media Sciences Research Division) 

一
Global Research Center for Quantum Information Science 
https://qis1.ex.nii.ac.jp/qv 

An international hub for cutting-edge research on quantum info「mation science and technology, 
advancing the science of quantum information and exploring the potential of quantum information 
technologies. Also cultivates the development of international human resources who will lead 
medium- to long-term research projects focused on specific goals. 
Director: NEMOTO, Kae (Project Professor, Principles of Informatics Research Division) 

Global Research Center for Big Data Mathematics 
https://bigdata.nii.ac.jp/wp/english/ 

Research base for JST ERATO's Kawa「abayashi La「ge G「aph Project. A WO「Id-class hub fo「
research on big data mathematics focused on developing high-speed algorithms, conducting 
advanced research and human 「esource development 
Director: KAWARABAYASHI, Ken-ichi (Professor, Principles of Informatics Research Division) 
Vice Director: YOSHIDA, Yuichi (Professor, Principles of Informatics Research Division) 

Research Center for Medical Bigdata 
http://「esearch.nii.ac.jp/「c4mb/

Undertakes the construction of big data cloud pla廿0「ms for medical imaging using the Science 
Information NETwork (SIN日）built and operated by NII, and develops artificial intelligence /Al) that 
analyzes large collections of medical images to assist doctors with diagnosis. 
Director: MORI, Kensaku,Yisiting Professor, NII) 
Vice Director: HARADA, Tatsuya,Yisiting Professor, NII), 

AIDA, Kento (General Manager, Cyber Science Infrastructure Development Department; 
Professor, Information Systems Architectu「e Science Research Division); 
SATOH, Shin'ichi (Professor, Digital Content and Media Sciences Research Division) 

Global Research Center for Cyber-Physical Systems 

Advances R&D on social cyber-physical systems (CPS) by tackling real-world challenges through 
industry-government—academia collaboration, with the goal of addressing social issues and 
creating new value by linking the real world and cyberspace 
Director: TAKASU, Atsuhiro 
(Yice Director-General, NII; Professor, Digital Content and Media Sciences Research Division) 
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Research Center for Mathematical Trust in Software and Systems 
http://group-mmm.o「g/e「atommsd/en/

Research base lo「JST ERATO's HASUO Metamathematics for Systems Design P「oject. Aims to 
P「ovide support to manufacturing, ranging from developing specifications for industrial products to 
their design, production, and maintenance, by incorporating the knowledge of formal methods from 
software engineering into manufactu「ing.
Director: HASUO, lchiro (Professor, Information Systems Architecture Science Research Division) 
Vice Director: ISHIKAWA, Yutaka (Professor, Information Systems Architecture Science Research Division) 

Global Resea『chCenter for Synthetic Media 
http://research.nii.ac.jp/~iechizen/synmediacenter/en 

With a view to realizing an Al society focused on human beings, we promote 「esea「ch and 
development fo「 generating synthetic media covering face, voice and various other modalities, 
detecting fake media, ensu「ing the media's reliability, and supporting decision-making. 
Director: ECHIZEN, lsao (Director, NII; Professor, Information and Society Research Division) 
Vice Director: YAMAGISHl,Junichi (Professor, Digital Content and Media Sciences Research 
Division) 

一
Center for Robust Intell igence and Social Technology 
https://www.nii.ac.jp/en/resea「ch/cente「s/cris/

Carries out basic R&D on information technologies to address social issues including disaste「P「eparedness』 education, and support for the disadvantaged, with a particula「 emphasis on robust intelligence 
and social technology in orde「 to develop the intellectual capability and resilience to cope with the constantly changing and dive「se 「eal-world environment. 

Director: KITSUREGAWA, Masaru (Director-General, NII) Vice Director: INUI, Kentaro �isiting P「ofessor, NII) 
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Decision-
making task

Testing and operation of collaborative human-AI medical checkups

KUMAZAKI 
Group: Collabo-
rative checkup 
of 5-year-old 
children

HARA Group: 
Collaborative 
human-AI 
lung cancer 
screening

[Twin tasks][Humans]

Evaluation test and social diffusion

YAMADA Group: Building a foundation for adaptive trust calibration theory

Collaborative human-AI decision-making through trust interaction design

Human-AI
selection task

Task AI

Increase in reasonable trust by estimating human-AI trust

[Twin AI]

[Trust calibration AI]
TERADA Group:
Trust model

Trust calibration
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Interpretation-human
Trust calibration AI

Interpretation-human

Interpretation-task AIInterpretation-task AIInterpretation-task AI

What about trying to think 
from a different viewpoint?

Calibration cue

Doctor

Medical
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Gaze
analysis AI

Behavior
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Software CA
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Service Program
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Operating System
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ZT- IoT System SW
Policy 

Enforcement
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Edge Edge

Edge ProgramEdge Program

ZT-IoT System SW

Water
usage 

Watt meter

Home
appliances

Camera

Certificate Authority(1d)

Service to optimize 
the indoor environment

Nature monitoring and 
disaster prevention services

Service to optimize 
power supply

Edge

Efficiently process tons of monitoring information

Detect a security violation by formal methods

Instruct how to deal with 
the detected violation
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ZT-IoT System SW
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(1a-1d) Takefusa Gr.

System Software Research

(2)  Igarashi Gr.
Theoretical Research

(3)  Sekiyama Gr.

Theoretical Research

(4)  Matsui Gr.

System Software Research
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Data server
BONO Lab

RDM Platform

Managed using NII-RDC

Language annotation
Core motion extraction

Motion approximation extraction

Collection of online dialogues in Japanese and 
English deaf and sign language communities

online communication

online communication

online communication

online communication

online communication

[Objective 1]Establish a technique for generating and 
detecting master biometric data for diverse modalities

[Objective 2]Establish a technique for
 “neutralizing”  biometric data sets

[Objective 3]Develop a biometric data protection 
and utilization platform to enable biometric data 
utilization and prevent spoo�ng

Public biometric
data set

Search results
and generation
method

Master biometric
data

Master
biometric

data generation

No need to obtain 
biometric data of target
→Threat of spoo�ng

Master
biometric

data detection
Master biometric data

Public biometric
data sets

Dummy biometric
data sets

Biometric data
“neutralization”

Cannot be generated

Maintain
usefulness

Cyberspace Cyberspace Cyberspace

Real space

Biometric data protection
and utilization platform

Next-generation biometric
authentication mechanism

Authentication with counterfeit 
generated from master biometric data

Master biometric data detection

Dummy biometric
data generation mechanism

No need to obtain 
biometric data of target
→

Search results
and generation
method
and generation
method
and generation

data detection

Biometric data evaluation
Biometric feature
measurement

Diverse
applications

Biometric data “neutralization”

generated from master biometric data

Biometric data evaluation
Biometric feature
measurement

Diverse
applications
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Graduate Program Graduate Program 

Department of Informatics, School of Multidisciplinary Sciences, 

The Graduate University for Advanced Studies, SOKENDAI 

Establishment of Graduate School 
In Ap「ii 2002, National Institute of Info「matics joined up with The Graduate Unive「sity lo「 Advanced
Studies, SOKENDAI to launch the Department of Informatics with a three-year Ph.D. course, and saw its 
first students graduate in March 2005. A five-year Ph.D. course was launched in AY2006. SOKENDAI was 
founded as the first g「aduate university in Japan with the aim of fostering o「iginal, world-class academic 
research that transcends the boundaries of traditional disciplines and pioneering advanced fields of study 
that create new lines of scientific inquiry. 

Content and Structure 
The Department of Informatics aims to develop young IT researchers and engineers who will take the lead 
at the international level in the 21st century. Students will be able to earn a Doctor of Philosophy in 
Informatics degree (or a Doctor of Philosophy in Science degree, depending on the cou「se content). The 
Department offers education and research guidance in the following six fields: (1) foundations of 
informatics, (2) info「mation infrastructure science, (3) software science, (4) multimedia information 
science, (5) intelligent systems science, and (6) information environment science. Around 70 subjects are 
available as special subjects of the department and common specialized subjects of the school. 

Features of the Department 
The Department of Info「matics actively welcomes students from ove「seas and is a place filled with lively 
cross-cultural communication between students. There are also many working students, accounting for 
around 20% of the student body. 

Lecture at the Department of Informatics 
Number of students in the Department of Informatics 

(as of April 202 2)'() ind icates numbe「 ofinternational students 
Five-year Ph.D. course Three-year Ph.D. course Total 

59 ( 30) 36 (2 3) 9 5  (53) 

SOKENDAI (Hayama Campus) 

YAMADA, Seiji 
(Prof., Digital Content and Media Sciences Research Division, NII) 

In the Department of Informatics, the study of info「matics is divided into six fields of specialization: Foundations of Info「matics, Info「mation Inf「ast「UC
ture Science, Softwa「e Science, Multimedia Information Science, Intelligent Systems Science, and Information Environment Science. Thus, "informat
ics," which integrates all these six fields, is not limited to Al, data science, and information science, which have so much potential for enriching our 
society and environment in the coming years, or to conventional science and enginee「ing; it is a comp「ehensive academic discipline focused on 
people and society, broadly spanning "humanities informatics" and "social informatics." The department pursues research and education in various 
phases of basic, applied, and practical 「esearch 』 with the aim of cultivating researchers as well as high-level specialist professionals equipped to 

become active leaders in the field of informatics. 
Through a system of very close specialist guidance by world-leading researche「s at NII, as well as academic counseling, students are individually guided acco「ding to their specific 
inte「ests, objectives, and research plans. The department has also set up an advisor system in which multiple instructors working in diffe「ent fields, or pe「haps in the same discipline 
from different angles, serve as sub-advisors to provide students with advice on the content and direction of research from a wide range of perspectives. A dual degree system also 
allows students to「eceive guidance on doctoral resea「ch at ove「seas 「esearch and educational institutions for a certain period. The guidance program is designed so that students with 
an undergraduate deg「ee can spend plenty of time on their individual resea「ch themes in a full doctoral p「ogram (5-year PhD course), while students who already have a master's 
degree can concentrate on expanding their previous research in a shorter program (3-year PhD course). 
As well as being SOKENDAI students, Department of Informatics students get to study on a daily basis in the internationally collabo「ative environment of NII. They will participate in a 
variety of「esearch projects, gaining experience as international researchers through personnel exchange programs with overseas partne「 universities and research institutions. Around 
half of the Japanese students are active professionals who enroll at NII to systematize work they have pursued for their companies from a research standpoint and to master 
state-of-the-art technologies. Anothe「 featu「e of the program is the high proportion of international students, with many subjects taught in English. The opportunity for cross-cultural 
exchanges with other students offers a valuable environment for young people who aspire to international careers. Through collaborations with othe「 institutions and departments at 
SOKENDAI, the program also allows students to expand their ci「cles of exchange and build valuable personal networks. 

Research by Current Students 

TSUMURA, Takahiro 
Commenced doctoral program in 2019 (5-year PhD course) 
Main supervisor: Prof. YAMADA, Seiji 

Human-agent interaction is a 「esearch subject that covers the interaction between humans and 
anthropomorphic agents and robots. In this context, my research focuses on the social 
advancement of agents th「ough human-agent empathy. 
One way to relieve the anxiety and discomfort felt toward agents, which are becoming increas
ingly ubiquitous 』 is to focus on empathy to improve the impression of agents. We can use 
appea「ance, self-disclosu「e』 tasks, and va「ious othe「 facto「s to do this. This 「esearch hopes to 
extend the factors that give 「ise to empathy between humans to human-agent relationships, to 
expand the human capacity for empathy, and to help agents to acquire the capacity for 
empathy. 

Student Data (as of Ap「ii 2022) 
Number of students 

Japane
s
e International 
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students 
15 

Number of international students 
by country/region 

Belarus 1 
Brazil 1 
Finland 1 
Sri Lanka 1 
Egypt 1 
Argentina 1 
The United States 1 
Ireland 1 
Bangladesh 2 
Taiwan 2 
Thailand 2 

Year of completion University/Research institution P「ivate sector Undetermined 

Age distribution of students 

Research
 

Serv
ice
 

Organ
iza
t
ion/
O
thers
 

Career paths of students after course completion 
(ove「the past three yea「s)*() indicates number of international students 

Total 
AY202 1 8 (5) 5 (1) 3 (3) 16 (9) 
AY2020 10 (7) 5 (2) 2 (2) 1 7  (1 1) 
AY201 9 5 (3) 7 (4) 2 (2) 1 4 (9) 

Graduation and Outstanding Student Award Ceremony (September 2019) 
33 National Institute of Informatics National Institute of Informatics 34 

【Message from the Dean of the Department of Informatics】





Amsterdam

Scheduled to be added in 2024

To Amsterdam

To New York

：Domestic Lines (100Gbps)

：Domestic Lines (400Gbps)

：International Lines (100Gbps)

：Gateway (Osaka: Same location as DC)

：SINET DC (New DC)

：SINET DC (Same as SINET5)
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